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A soaring and yet soothing cascade of haunting melodies and heavenly vocals, blending 60s political

peace protests with 70s piano ballads, dreamy 80s synths with infectious 90s pop, and rocking your

world. 36 MP3 Songs ROCK: Adult Alternative Pop/Rock, POP: New Wave Show all album songs:

Changing History... Songs Details: RIGHT NOW: We are looking to get signed to a well-known label. We

are ready. The music has to speak for itself, first and foremost, so click on the songs (left) and listen. We

believe you will understand why we are so confident - we are open to all offers and very, very eager and

full of energy! And we would love your help in any way you can: promotion, sharing this with friends,

people in the industry, helping us get bookings, and of course, purchasing this radio-quality double album

for under $10! After almost a year of intense studio work, the 34-track double album Changing History... is

here! It is available online right here on CDBaby, or on our website, coming soon. It is already on the

shelves of top stores in the WNY area such as Borders and Barnes And Noble! This album is top quality

radio-standard music from start to finish, thanks to the best young producer on the East Coast, Brent

Persia. It will blow your mind! AND IT ONLY COSTS $9.99 FOR 34 TRACKS ACROSS TWO CDS!!!

UNCHANGEABLE HISTORY: Elipsus... was conceived over a decade ago by a group of preteen friends

in Oxford, England. The figurehead and frontman, Fox Salehi, is quarter English, a quarter Irish, and half

Persian. His love of travel, soccer, food, and women were eventually superceded by his passionate and

peaceful political beliefs, which he channeled through his greatest love of all: his music. Fox played live

shows in Washington D.C. and Oxford, UK while attending University, and then while playing gigs during

the summer of 2005 in Buffalo, NY, met Brent Persia. Reunited in the winter of 2006, Brent and Fox spent

nine months working on two CDs worth of blistering new material that became "Changing History..." The

Fox solo acoustic show is haunting and unforgettable. The duo show rocks. The full band live show (4 or

5 piece) is a must-see extravaganza, utterly intense and equally viable in a small club or restauraunt, or in

a huge arena or sold-out stadium. It has to be seen to be believed. Fox is looking for additional full or part

time musicians in order to play even more dynamic and intense live shows. Elipsus'... messages of peace

and inspiring and haunting harmonies were made to be heard by many. At times soaring, spectacular,
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memorable, and meaningful, this music is viable to every listener in the world in every part of the world. It

is meant to be heard by a great many people, not just a niche or western audience. In the words of Fox:

"Too many people are giving up on the radio and what they describe as the repetitive and formulaic pop

music scene. Elipsus... is not limited to what is popular and is not afraid to traverse all genre boundaries

and be outspoken and controversial. We say what we believe, and we play the most beautiful music we

can imagine. We don't care whether it is cool, and we don't mind about the backlash to our highly

controversial but absiolutely peaceful politics. In my dreams, this music can change the world and through

playing it in every country of the world, I can share the peace and joy and pain and bittersweet emotions

in my soul and the message of living freely, without prejudice or exploitation of others, with everyone,

everywhere. I think this music can appeal to the whole world, and I will go anywhere, and do whatever it

takes, to reach the world with these songs." Elipsus believes above all in 4 things: freedom, democracy,

peace, and equality. That is why, even now, this music contains not only emotional and harrowing love

songs, but also songs about travelling all over the world... the fact that people are the same wherever you

go... the bittersweet nature of life itself and the philosophical questions that we are afraid to ask... songs

promoting equality, protesting the widening poverty gap and the society neglecting those near or below

the poverty line or in the third world... songs against war and prejudice, regardless of the excuse... songs

inspiring people to open their minds... basically songs that reflect every tiny ounce of passion, conviction

and belief we have. Elipsus... believes that every person and place and creature on this earth deserves

respect and love; and that every human being, regardless of colour, gender, nationality, gender, political

orientation and sexual orientation, deserves the same rights and deserves an equal amount of respect as

everyone else. We do not trust our government any more than we trust anyone else's, and we don't think

there is ever a good enough reason to kill a human being. Perhaps our most important belief is that

"they", whoever they may be, are the same as "us". It is that simple. We may think they evil or

brainwashed or highly misguided, while they may also think we are evil, but there are no good guys and

bad guys in the real world... there is no right and wrong... We must realize this, if we are all to live and

survive together. Nothing Elipsus... produces is ever, anything short of real, and although songs like

"Fantasy" and our playful rap song about a cat "Anderson Brown" show that we are not afraid to poke fun

at ourselves and have a laugh, we are also a very intense and serious band, deeply invested in our lyrics

as well as the catchy tunes and haunting sounds that capture our fans' attention.
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